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Many emerging applications, such as tools for analysing
social, communication or security networks, bioinformatics,
machine learning software packages, graph databases,
and, in general, data-intensive knowledge discovery
tools, are irregular. These applications employ pointer- or
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linked-list data structures, which usually cause fine-grained,
unpredictable, data accesses. They often exhibit irregularity
in the control flow and/or in communication, and present
high synchronisation intensity. They may also have
significant amounts of inherent dynamic parallelism, which
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enables spawning many new concurrent activities, while the
algorithms explore the data structures. However, they may
have very large datasets, often unstructured and difficult to
partition in a balanced way, which may not fit even on the
most modern and bigger fat nodes, and which may make
parallelism complex to manage.
For these reasons, these applications seem unfit for
current processor and accelerator architectures, designed
with high-flop ratings, complex cache hierarchies and
growing numbers of cores to provide high performance
and efficiency with regular, arithmetic intensive, and
easily partitionable workloads. Current high performance
computing clusters are further optimised for these
types of workloads, typical of many scientific simulations,
by integrating network interconnects that reach very
high bandwidths only with large, batched data
transfers, but perform very poorly with fine-grained
transactions.
Addressing the class of irregular applications will
become more and more important for next generation high
performance systems, which will need to answer complex
questions by discovering knowledge from exponentially
growing datasets.
The solutions needed to address the challenges
brought by these applications can only come by
considering the problem from all perspectives: from
micro-to-system-architectures, from compilers to languages,
from libraries to runtimes, from algorithm design
to data characteristics. Only collaborative efforts among
researchers with different expertise, including end users,
domain experts, and computer scientists, could lead to
significant breakthroughs.

This special section presents three interesting papers that
examine and propose solutions to some of the problems
posed by irregular applications from three different points
of view.
The first paper presents an interesting case study of
irregular application: the clustering of real world graphs
constructed out of biological data using parallel computers.
The paper presents the design and the evaluation of two
different parallel implementations of a popular serial graph
clustering heuristic. The first implementation targets shared
memory multicore platforms; the second is designed for
distributed memory clusters using Hadoop MapReduce.
The second paper looks at approaches to accelerate
irregular applications on reconfigurable devices. In
particular, it presents CHAT, an extension of the ROCCC
compiler, which generates custom hardware accelerators
synthesisable on FPGA devices starting from C code.
CHAT implements mechanisms to generate concurrent
hardware threads for FPGAs, trying to mask the latency of
the unpredictable data accesses typical of these applications.
Finally, the third paper presents a parallel algorithm for
the optimal binary search tree problem. The authors
introduce a coarse grain multicomputer (CGM) parallel
algorithm, which reduces the number of broadcast transfers
among processors with respect to previous parallel
formulations of the algorithm.
We believe that this special section represents a first,
important, step towards increasing awareness of the issues
and challenges related to irregular applications. We hope
that it will foster the research around these themes,
strengthening the community. We are sure that you will
enjoy reading it, and thank you for your attention.

